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   ABSTRACT 

The article deals with a study of sound devices in selected Germay Gebrus’s Tigrigna 

poems taken from “wuʃaI” (1993) focusing on consonance. The main aim of this 

study is to make out the consonance devices in the selected poems and to examine 

the role of this sound device in creating and achieving aesthetic effects. As a model, 

the revised method proposed by Leech (1969) in his book “A Linguistic Guide to 

English Poetry has adopted for the study. Consequently, the result of the study 

shows the employment of a consonance device in the selected poems used for 

creating aesthetic effects and used to highlight the significance of certain words in a 

sentence. 

 
Abrahams (1981:24) defines consonance as “repetition of consonant sounds at the ending of words 

placed near each other, usually on the same or adjacent lines.” These should be in sounds that “are accented, 

or stressed, rather than in vowel sounds that are unaccented” (Leech: 1969:91). This kind of structure mainly 

designed in order to produce a pleasing kind of near-rhyme. 

Poet’s employs a number of stylistic devices to make any dialogue or discourse appear more striking 

and appealing and add certain amount of intensity and beauty to them. Consonance is one such rhetorical 

device employed to add aural appeal to any prose or poetry. It is very similar to assonance, which is another 

exciting literary trope. However, the only difference between the two is that a consonance repeats a 

consonant sound, while assonance stresses on the repetition of a vowel sound. To put in other words, 

consonance stresses on the repetition of consonant sounds, done in small pauses. 

Markus (2006:2) in this regard, claims that “consonance occurs where a consonant sound repeated 

throughout a sentence without putting the sound only at the front of a word for rousing a more 

subtle effect.” This kind of devices uses not only to create an effect but can also used to emphasize the 

importance of certain words in a sentence. In other words, consonance is the repetition of consonant sounds 

anywhere in words, not just at the beginning. 

For example; the following analysis will show instances of consonance in the following lines o f  

Germay’s poems taken from “wuʃaI” (1993). 
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The above extract contains an instance of consonance which appears by the repetition of a consonant sound 

at the end of the words in same line. The writer used “ካ” consonant letter in the extract one or in the first 

line of the poem that produce [kæ] sound. The repetition of this kind of device produces a pleasing kind of 

near-rhyme in between words and lends a unique rhythm to it, thereby bolstering up its acoustic appeal.  

On the other hand, the above extract also contains the following consonant sounds which occur at the end 

of the words in the same line. For example; 

ኻ [xæ] sound which occurs (three) times in the second line extract one. 

ሚ [mi] sound  which occurs (three) times in the extract two, line one. 

ም [mǝ] sound  which occurs (four) times in the extract three, line one. 

 ም [mǝ] sound  which occurs (three) times in the extract three, line two. 

ም [mǝ] sound  which occurs (two) times in the extract three, line three. 

ም [mǝ] sound  which occurs (two) times in the extract three, line four. 

ሚ [mi] sound  which occurs (two) times in the extract three, line four. 

Besides, the creation of phonetic consonance repetition described above, consonance can also 

used in poems to highlighting meaning and creating association between words or phrases that are identical 

or partially synonymous words and phrases. For example, the use of the phrases ሓቑፍካ ተባፅሕ ” [ḥæx'ufǝkæ 

tʌbǝs’ǝḥ, Fostered with embracing] and “ሓብሒብካ ተንብር” [ḥæbǝḥibǝkæ tʌnǝbǝr, dwelled by caring] shows 

the association of words in meaning. Semantically, the lexical items “ḥæx'ufǝkæ tʌbǝs'ǝḥ” and “ḥæbǝḥæbǝkæ 

tʌnǝbǝr” r e l a t e s  synonymously, having the same representation. Both phrases also share the same [kæ] 

consonant sounds at the end of the words. The stylistic effect of such association is to empower the given 

items with the same value i.e. intra-textually; the items “ḥæx'ufǝkæ tʌbǝs'ǝḥ” and “ḥæbǝḥibǝkæ tʌnǝbǝr” 

are the same in structure and sense. 

From this point, we can describe that consonance in Tigrigna poems not only refers to the 

repetition of the same consonant sounds, rather it i s  also engrossing patterning of meaning. In addition 

to this, they a l s o  used to connect the words via t h e  sound pattern for special emphases. As a result, we 

can merely recognize that, the above foregoing instances of consonance device u s e d  not only to create 

an effect, but also used to highlight the significance of certain words in a sentence. 

Accordingly, it is possible to state that, consonance is among the most common employed rhetorical 

tools in Tigrigna poems, as already evident from the critical examples listed above. Not only does it help add 

certain cadence to the most regular sentences, but it can also used to emphasize the importance of certain 

words in a line. 
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